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The year is 1635, and Mary Williams and her family live in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Her
father, Roger, is on trial for preaching new ideas about freedom. When found guilty, he flees into
the cold, telling Mary that she must trust in God's providence to see him to safety.Roger's only
hope of survival lies with the Narragansett Indians. Will Mary ever see her father again?

About the AuthorAvi is the award-winning author of more than eighty-two books for young
readers, ranging from animal fantasy to gripping historical fiction, picture books to young adult
novels. Crispin: The Cross of Lead won the Newbery Medal, and The True Confessions of
Charlotte Doyle and Nothing But the Truth were awarded Newbery Honors. He is also the author
of the popular Poppy series. Avi lives in Denver, Colorado. Visit him online at www.avi-
writer.com.Avi is the highly respected author of the Scott O’Dell Award winning The Fighting
Ground and the Newbery Honor Books The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle and Nothing
but the Truth. A former resident of Providence, Rhode Island, Avi now lives in Boulder,
Colorado.James Watling has illustrated many children’s books with historical themes including
The First Thanksgiving by Linda Hayward. He lives near Montreal, Canada.
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Will Riddle, “Slightly biased for an early reader. I very much appreciate the other reviewers who
are Roger Williams' descendants and wrote here. With all due respect to them, I feel this
account of Roger Williams is slightly biased, which is why I only gave it four stars.To be sure, my
early elementary kids enjoyed it. It is a great story, and it fits in very well with the other I Can
Read Books on early American history. It is also one of the only ones that address the 1600s. At
face value, it deserves at least four stars, so that's what I gave it.But as an adult, I felt there was
some co-opting going on. I am very sensitive to revisionism, and the book came across as very
judgmental against the Puritans. There were Puritan elements that warrant criticism, but the
court scene with Roger Williams in the beginning and the dialogue that likened them to the
British was too harsh. It came across as though the Puritans were the bad guys, very similar to
Arthur Miller's "The Crucible" or even the Pharisees in the Bible. I could almost hear the crowd
calling out, "Crucify him! Crucify him!" Perhaps this is exactly what the author intended.I don't
think that is appropriate for a first reader. A more balanced approach would have presented the
case more matter of factly. And given due respect to the Puritan heritage of the country in
contrast to the religious oppression in Europe. Some of the I Can Reads do this very well when
talking about the British during the American Revolution, for example (even though we of course
still side with the Americans in the end). But there was not even one sentence in this book that
explained why the Puritans thought Roger Williams was wrong. There was just a nameless
faceless crowd that came across as emotional and irrational.I also think while Roger William's
relationship with the Indians was special, it too came across as jumping on the "Puritans were
bad" bandwagon. It made it seem like all Puritans were hated by Native Americans and Roger
Williams alone understood them. But throughout history, Americans of all kinds won favor with
the Indians and advocated gentleness with them. Even though relations were often strained,
historic persona should be held to account on a case-by-case basis, not maligned as a group.So
I suspect there has been some "liberal adoptionism" with this book. To those who know their
Roger Williams history very well, there is good reason to differentiate him from the traditional
Puritan stream. But for most people picking up this book, especially if they are not Protestant,
the tone is somewhat dangerous. It encourages people to disrespect our Puritan heritage.
Roger Williams is part of the early Protestant heritage of our country---not altogether different
from the Puritans in comparison to the streams of thought we have available to us today. To put
"I just want everyone to think for themselves" in Roger Williams' mouth is rather over the top...
that is the mantra of secularism today, and it will be read that way, not in the way that Williams
meant it in contrast to a particular Puritan doctrine.Of course we can have these discussions
with our kids later on, but it is a bit too loaded for the first or second grader who is going to read
this book. To allow an author to promote Roger Williams in this way, and to jump on the
"Puritans were evil" and "Indians were saints" bandwagons is not ultimately helpful to the
Protestant cause today.Still totally worth the read, though. Glad they even publish old stories like



these anymore.”

Lovina Northram, “The man who suffered because he did not have the First Amendment
protection. This book provides excellent background to Roger Williams and the foundation for
the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution concerning freedom of religion, and the prevention
of government from imposing a certain kind of religion.It tells the true story of the banning of
Roger Williams, a well-respected minister, from Massachusetts Colony because he preached
that government had no right to tell people how they are to worship God. Williams spent one of
the coldest winters in New England history living in the wilderness, surviving only with the help
of the Native Americans. He then went south and eventually founded Rhode Island and
Providence Plantations, established a successful trading relationship with the Narragansetts
and other tribes, and founded the American Baptist Church. his writings influenced Thomas
Jefferson and were used in formulating the Bill of Rights that includes the First
Amendment.There are several other good books about Roger Williams for adults. I would
recommend reading them all to understand this complex man and this complex issue of
separation of church and state."Finding Providence" tells a compelling story about personal
struggle and overcoming obstacles set up by well-meaning fellow human beings when
defending a moral principle.  This book should be in every child's library, to be read and re-read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “I really enjoyed this book. I really enjoyed this book. It seems that life
was different then and I believe part of the difference is because Roger Williams stood up for
what he believed. We all see life through our own lenses and I loaned this book to my younger
family members to read. I have read three other books about him that go much deeper into his
background and things he did and why. This author has captured the adventure and essence of
the period in a manner that is easy for young readers. I may be biased about the guy since he is
my 10th great grandfather. I'm quite a radical person. I only wonder if it comes through the
blood line. I wish that I had the other great qualities that this man had. Every story is a
perspective and this one is exceptional since he actually continued friends with the group that
tossed him out and friends with those who others looked on as savages. Great "values by
example" book besides being historical.”

mama rhody, “A great living book for RI History studies. I used this book as a read-aloud while
teaching RI History with a homeschool co-op. My students were grades 3-6. It was a pleasure
not only reading this with them but also watching their faces hanging on every word. This little
book is a great living book for inclusion when studying Roger Williams and/or RI History.”

Lorrine Zinter, “... for an historical figure for school and this sounded perfect, plus it is an
important story of our .... Thank you for finding this out of print book- my grandson was looking
for an historical figure for school and this sounded perfect, plus it is an important story of our



country's past for anyone to learn. Amazon kept me informed about the shipping since it took a
few weeks, but it arrived safe and sound and when promised.”

Christine S., “Five Stars. Excellent children's' book. It inspired my granddaughter to read further
about Roger Williams.”

jimmie Claudine Pope, “I felt this book was well written for the Young .... I felt this book was well
written for the Young Readers. Again it gave them knowledge of history they wouldn't find in their
Social Studies Class.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. For my grandson as this is one of his grandpas”

Miss Marple, “Five Stars. A very moving story of a former era.  Very touching - and true!”

Brijesh, “good book for the price. good book for the price”

B and family, “great story. Great story. 6yr old loved it”

The book by Avi has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 73 people have provided feedback.
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